Frisco's Kitchen Stove Rag

As featured by Frisco, late star Ziegfeld Follies 1918 Creator of the Jazz Dance

Words by C. Francis Reisner Writer of "Good Bye Broadway, Hello France"

Music by Jimmy Morgan Writer of "Don't Bite the Hand That's Feeding You"

M. Witmark & Sons New York
Frisco's Kitchen Stove Rag.

Words by
C. FRANCIS REISNER.

Music by
JIMMIE MORGAN.

Piano.

Down in Dixie
One step called the

there's a spot. They do a dance that sure is hot
The kitchen stove is what they call this
furnace shake. Another one called bake the cake
The kitchen stove gives every one a

new hot dancing craze. You feel as though your very soul
Was a piece of burning
dancing appetite. The lady's there with style and looks,
Dancing like a bunch of

coal. And when you do this dance you'll think your feet are all a blaze.
cooks. And when that jazz band starts to play you burn up with delight.
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Chorus.

Come lets do the kitchen stove. Down at Dark towns mid-night grove, It will set your heart a-flame. And make you dance till you are lame. Each man whirls his lady fair.

Just like smoke we'll fan the air, The shoes upon your feet. Will burn up with the heat. You'll have a hot time when you do the kitchen stove, Get the wood, Get the wood, Get the wood. Get the wood. Get the wood. Get the wood, Get the wood, Get the wood. Burn it up.
Try this over on your Piano

President Wilson's Wedding March.

Moderato.
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Piano.
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